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Fractal approach to lightning radiation on a tortuous
channel

G. Vecchi, D. Laba•e, •nd F. Can•vero
Dipartimento di Elettronica, Politecnico, Torino, Italy

Abstract. In this p•per the r•diation from a geometrically
fractal (i.e., arbitrarily
irregular)dischargechannelis investigatedfrom the point of view of engineering
applicationsof fractal geometry. Numerical resultsare presentedfor lightning
return stroke radiation, which demonstrate that the time waveform of radiated

field (in the Fraunhoferregion)is a fractal, and within the frameworkof employed
approximations,it has the same fractal dimensionas the channel path. Some
implicationsof this finding are discussedalong with the limitations of the model.
1.

Introduction

and Motivations

The grossstructureof the electromagneticfield
generatedby lightninghas receivedconsiderable
•ttention up to now, being the m•jor responsible of the lightning-relatedh•z•rds to systems
(e.g., seethe comprehensive
review of Gardner

ble of describingdischarge-radiatedfield would
be of importance, for example, for use in simulators of control or communicationsystems.
The fine-structure,higher-frequencynoisedue
to dischargesis most likely due to microscopical physical mechanismsof chaotic or almost-

[1990a],andthe classical
bookby Uman[1987]). chaotic nature, whose microscopicaldescription
Much less •ttempt of modeling h•s insofar receivedthe fine structureof the field r•di•ted by
lightningdischarges,
whosetime historyhowever
exhibits • j•gged shape with remarkable spectral content in several b•nds of practical importance for communication,control, and generally consumer electronics. In addition, the
VHF •nd UHF portions of the r•d:.ated field

is very difficult. Therefore a macroscopical,or
phenomenological,model that bypassesthe analysis at the microscopicallevel, would be of importance for practical simulation purposes.
At this macroscopicallevel, fractals should be
appropriate descriptors,since fractal geometry
is the natural framework for the description of

are presentlyregardedas the cluesto the (insof•r little understood)initiation regionof the
lightning [see Gardner, 1990a, preface]. Like-

moments

chaos[Barnsley,1988, chap. 4]. Much like the
of a statistical

distribution

that

have

a physical meaning and allow a good description of a stationary noiseby any processsharing
wise, besidemechanical•nd thermal problems, the same statistical characterization, fractals •re
electrostaticdischarges
(ESD) generatebro•d- characterizedby some parameters that are intispectrumelectromagnetic
fields(up to the giga- mately related to the physicsof the phenomena.
hertzr•nge) that interferewith properoperation Therefore fractals with the s•me parameters as
of mosttypesof electronicunits, especiallythose those observedin experiments or measured dishosted•bo•rd s•tellites[Paul, 1992, ch•p. 12; chargeswill give a good description of the fine
transient fields.
Bozleitner,1989,ch•p. 5]. Hence• modelc•pa- structureof discharge-generated
The main interest in engineeringapplication of
Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
fractals is the observationthat very complicated
shapescan be describedin a simpleway by using
Paper number 93RS03030.
0048-6604/94/93RS-03030508.00
fractals. More precisely,a complex shapecan be
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describedby • few p•r•meters of • fr•ctal object

(e.g.,•n iterativegeneration•lgorithm),sothat
a complexshape can be represented,for a given
degreeof •ccur•cy, with • sm•ll quantity of information.

Fractals in the description of discharge
paths. Fr•ct•l description techniques h•ve
been successfully•pplied to the geometricaldescription of the discharges,that is, for the de-

scriptionof the discharge
p•ths [seeFemiaet el.,
1993].Confirmingthe intuitiveexpectationthat
the r•gged, irregularly looking dischargep•ths
will be fractals, this researchshowedthe usefulness of the fr•ct•l description •nd proved the
fr•ctality hypothesisfor the treelike shapesof
dischargephenomena.The resultsh•ve beenobtained for interelectrodedischarges,but there is
no re•son •g•inst their •pplic•tion to lightning.
Fractals in the description of complex
physical data. Besidesthe widely known use
of fractalsto computergeneratereal-lookingpic-

tures [Mandelbrot,1982], it has recentlybeen
shown that fract•l techniquesc•n be employed

TO LIGHTNING

RADIATION

fr•ct•l point of view, in order to •ssessthe fr•ct•lity of the temporal field •nd seek the relationship between the fract•l p•r•meters of the
model of the discharge•nd thoseof the field.
Becauseof the •v•il•bility of referenced•t•,
in this p•per we h•ve restricted ourselves to
lightning. As • representativeof different physical mechanismsof dischargethat m•y result in
fr•ct•l objects, we h•ve consideredthe example of • tortuous channel described by • fr•ct•l p•th. The effect of channel tortuosity on
the return stroke radiation w•s investigatedby

LeVine and Meneghini[1978•], using• doubleexponential current pulse form. It was then
re•dy known that channel tortuosity resultedin
• j•gged transient responsethat •ppeared very
similar to typically measured field w•veforms,
•nd that increasingtortuosity could eventually
obliterate

the standard smooth waveform of the

radiated field. Basedon this d•t•, we •ttempt
fractal-b•sed descriptionof the effect of channel
tortuosity.
The problem can thus be stated as that of find-

to represent(that is, •pproxim•te) real complex ing the transient field radiated by • pulse travelp•tterns [Barnsley,1988, ch•p. 5]. In •ddition ing along a fract•l channel•nd subsequently•nalyze the relationshipbetweenthe fract•lity of
the.path •nd of the transient field w•veform. Alstrictly tied to the physicsof the phenomenon, though fract•l electrodynamicshas been invesasit h•s beenshownfor g•s combustion
[Strahle, tigated by several researchersin the past years
to that, the p•r•meters of the fr•ctal •pproxim•tion

of measured

d•t•

contain

information

(e.g., seethe recentreviewof Jaggard[1990]),

1991].

the •uthors •re not •w•re of •ny other work addressingthis problem.
•bove considerations,one c•n supposethat fracThe work presentedin this p•per is slanted
tals c•n be used to obtain good phenomenologtoward the engineering•pplic•tions of fractals.
ic•l models of the m•croscopic•l quantities of
interest.
Thereforeno claim of m•them•tic•l rigorousness
This ide• works in two directions. On the one
or completenessis m•de upon the tools •nd conside, the problemis that of tying together• frac- clusions of this work.
t•l descriptionof the discharge•nd • fr•ctal descriptionof the discharge-generated
field. Once 2. Transient
Radiation
from a Fractal
this is done, one can •ttempt to go in • reversed Current
Path
direction, using the so-obtainedinformation to
construct• phenomenologic•lmodel of the dis- 2.1. Radiation
from a tortuous
channel
chargefrom observedd•t•.
In this p•per we •ddress the problem of findThe lightning channelis consideredcomposed
ing the field r•di•ted by • fr•ct•l-modeled dis- of N straight segments•nd is assumed losscharge, •nd of •nalyzing such • field from the less. In the relevantliterature [seeNucci at el.,
Aim

of

this

work.

On the b•sis

of the
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1990], channellossesare accountedfor heuris- important casev • c, we will usethe Fraunhofer
(far field) approximation,that allowsthe desired

tic•lly by • frequency-independent•ttenu•tion
length. This correction does not appear in pre-

viousworksdealingwith p•th geometry[LeVine
and Meneghini,1978a;Gardner,1990b],•nd in

closed form solution.

We considerthus a straight segmentwith cen-

ter located at rti and extendingfor a length Li
alongthe direction5i, carryinga currentI(œ,w),
whereœE [-Li/2, Li/2] is the rectilinearcoordinate along the segment. We want to find the
can be found in section 3.3. Radiation is c•lcuradiatedelectricfieldEi(r) at the observerlocal•ted without taking into account the possible tion r and denoteri = r--rti . Acceptinga phase
lumped admittancesat junctions between seg- error boundedby /•r (/• being a specifiedtolerments("kinks"), so that the total field is the ance),and providedthat ri/Li > (Li/qA)(1/•)

order to compare our results with the existing
ones we have not included lossesin our analysis. However,a discussionon this •pproxim•tion

sum of the elemental fields radiated by e•ch
current segment. The ground is assumed fiat
•nd perfectly conducting;therefore the derivation of the r•di•ted

field is carried

out in free

space, the •ddition of the image contribution
being straightforward.In p•rticular, •t ground
level the vertical componentof the electric field
will be twice •s muchits free-sp•cecounterpart.
Correctionsdue to lossyground can be inserted

over the frequency band of interest, on use of
the free-space dyadic Green's function for the

electricfield [Tai, 1971; Felsenand Marcuvitz,
1973, Section1.lb], after straightforwardmanipulations one can write the radiated electric

field Ei(r, w) as
e-$kri

Ei(r,co)
- -3co•
4•rriX

as detailedby Gardner [1990b],but these, as

x[AiK•i•+ Bi(Koi•+

well as the effect of ionosphere,do not appear
to appreciablychangethe structureof the transient field. The above-listedapproximations•ppear to yield a field responsein good •greement

f Li/2
I(I•,
co)e
gkait
dœ
Xj_Li]2

with measuredresults[LeVine and Meneghini,
1978a[].Although the resultsa[rethe s•me •s
given by LeVine and Meneghini[1978a,b], we
will briefly summarize them •nd the methods
used, in order to point out the simplicity deriving from the use of the Green'sfunction for the
fields.

In view of the considerations•bove, the t•sk

where the h•t denotes• unit vector, •nd
23

2

3

1

Ai= krit-k•r•Bi- 1 kri k:•r
i

- w/c,

K•i - ai - P.&, Koi- •' &, K•i - •. &.
The current

on the channel

is •ssumed

to be •

pulse traveling •1ongwith velocity v regardless
of channel

kinks:

reducesto that of evaluating(N times)the elec-

i(s, t) = io(t - s/v),
tromagnetic fields producedby a[straight, •rbitr•rily oriented channel•long which propagates
s beingthe total arclengthalongthe (piecewise
• traveling waivecurrent. This problem •dmits
linear)
channelpath. Summingup all contributo • closed-formsolution in both frequency •nd
time domains only if the current pulse propa- tions from the N segments,one gets the total
gates•t • velocityv = c (c beingthe speedof radiated field,

light) [Fangand Wenbing,1989].A closed-form
solution in time domain is important to reduce
computation times, control the errors inherent
to discretiz•tion, •nd gr•nt insightinto the r•di•tion mechanisms.Therefore, in the practically

=
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proposedby Uman [1987] and modified by
LeVine and Meneghini[1978b]:

-Zoo()x

i _•(•/•+•/•,)
X•• Cc•,i•e
X
i=l

TO LIGHTNING

4wri

x(1+Q(ri,
w))(e
'•'/•- e-'•'/•),
wherea indicateseither
=
ri = (1 - aivlc)Li/v,

O•-- 2 X 104s
-1 , ]• -- 2 X 105s
-1 , ?- 10•s-1

$i =

i-1

5 - 2 x 104S
-1, Ia -- 30kA, Io - 2.5kA.

Li
2.2.

n=l

-

3w

with the followingparameters:

+ (3w)•.

(4)

The time domaincounterpartof (2) is obtained
directly via Fourier inversion.Letting

t!1)-- rile+ $ilv- Yi12,t!2)-- tl1)+ Yi,(5)

Fractal

Channel

Fractal dimension. The most important
parameter of a fractM object is its fractal di-

mensionD [Barnsley,1988,chap.5; Mandelbrot,
1982,chap.I], whichis a (quantitative)measure
of the "jaggedness"of a curve, or equivalently,
of its space-fillingproperty. A fractal curve has
a fractal dimension D > 1, as contrasted to a

standard (Euclidean)curve that has D = 1,
while a two-dimensionM
surface(e.g., a black
square)has D = 2. For "standard"(nonfractal) objectsthe fractM dimensioncoincides
with

the Eo and E4 components
read

Zox
' t)- 4-•r
N

xE Ca,,
{ [i0(t-t•1))- io(t-t!2))]
+
i=1

q-[il(t-t!1))--il(t-t!2))]
q+ [i2(t-t!1))--'2(t-,!2))]) (6)
with

the standard dimension E, called topological.
Throughout this paper, the fractal dimension
has been computed using both the box counting algorithm[Barnsley,1988, chap.5; Peitgen
and $aupe, 1988, chap. 1; Dubuc et al., 1989]
and the variation method introduced by Dubuc

et al. [1989],whichwehaveextendedto the evaluation of fractM dimensionof nonplanar curves,
as in the case of the three-dimensionally tortuous channel.

The first method

is standard

and

CfotiO(t')dt',
i2 rc•t

il(t)....r

il(tt)dtt, (7)

allowsthe determinationof fractahtyscales(see
later); the latter hasbeenproven[Dubucet al.,
while E• is obtainedfrom (6) on substituting 1989]to be reliableand robust,especiallywhen
(asin the caseof the field)
-2Cr,i for C•,i and deletingthe term in io. By the curveis self-aftqne
inspectionof (1), onenotesthat if ri • A over insteadof self-similar(like the channel).In this
the entirebandof interest,the termsin (7) may work we have employed an efficiency-improved
be neglected. By geometricconsiderations,one

version of the box counting algorithm due to

seesthat eachterm in the sumsin (6) appears Strahle[1991],and differencesbetweenthe reas contributions originating from the lower and
upper ends of each segment. Last, note that,
Mthoughv hasbeenassumedconstant,it may be
let to havedifferentvMueson differentsegments.
Pulse
shape. The current waveform
assumed in this simulation

is the standard

model

sults of the Strahle versionof the box counting
and variation algorithmsare neghgible.
For the sakeof conciseness,
we giveherea brief
descriptionof the basic box countingalgorithm
only, especiallyin order to set the ground for
the discussionon the scalesof fractality. For
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ments decreasein length as 1/2 m and because

a plane curve, the box counting entails properly normalizing the axes so that the curve lies
within a unit square which has been subdivided

of the fractal nature of the process, the total

ing the numberNo(k) of boxesin whichthere

nel [Peitgen,1988chap.1].

lengthincrease
as2m(D•-l),wherethe number
in (small)boxeswithside1/2• andthencount- D• representsthe fractM dimension of the chanlies at least one point of the curve. The box size

In the midpoint displacementalgorithm the
variance
of the independentdiscreterandom variis thenrecursively
halved(1/2•+1,1/2•+2,...),
and the count is repeated. If one plots the num- ables usedin the displacementprocessis a funcber of occupiedboxesNo(m) versusthe recipro- tion of the fractM dimensionD• of the channel,
cal of the box side, i.e. 2m, for m = k, k q- 1,...
which is the parameter to be specified. The fracon a doubly logarithmic graph, the points are tals so constructed appear to simulate the sofound to lie on a straight line, whoseslopeis the cMled"fr•ctM r•ndom wMk" [Mandelbrot,1982,
sought-for fractM dimension. In practice, the chap.VIII]. In this paperwehaveconsidered
expoints do not lie exactly on a straight line; hence plicitly the caseof x and y fractM curveshaving
the confidenceinterval in the linear approxima- the same fractM dimension, which then turns

tion (e.g., seeFigure 4) yieldsthe uncertainty out to be the dimensionof the entire (threebound of the algorithm for the fractM dimension dimensional)channelD•. This has been done
estimation.

Both the Strahle

version of the box

counting and the variation algorithm result in a
graph like the one describedabove: thereforeall
fr•ctM dimensions•re expressed•s D+ AD, •nd
AD is the uncertainty on the dimensionestima-

tion. For nonplanarcurves(E = 3), as in the
case of the three-dimensionally tortuous channel, one considersa unit cube and cubic boxes
instead of squares.In all of the reported results,
when we refer to the box counting dimension,
we mean the Strahle version of the method.
Fractal
model
of the channel
and frac-

tal

dimension.

The

channel

is described

as

a function of the altitude z; that is, letting
r = r• denote the points of the channel, the
equation of the channel path is parametrically

described
by r•(z) = x(z)•: + y(z)•)+ zS, where
x(z) and y(z) are two fractalscurves. In order to keep closer to the probable random na-

ture of the channelformation, x(z) and y(z)
are two statistically independentfractal random
processes.For the numericM generation of the
channel path, we have employed here the ran-

in order to reduce the number of parameters to
be consideredwhen comparingthe fractal properties of channel and field. A cursory mention to
the caseof different x and y fractM dimensions
is made in section 3.1.

Although the fractal dimensionD• of the channel is set during the generation process,it has
been evaluated using both algorithms in order
to assessthe intrinsic uncertainty of the dimension estimation algorithm that will be used in
the analysisof the fracta.1properties of the field.
Beingessentiallyconcernedwith return stroke,
in this work, branchingof the channelis not considered,becauseof the difficulty in modelingthe
return along secondarybranches. In fact, the
authorsdo not know of any work addressingthis
problem.
Spatial scales offractality.
It is •pp•rent

that while a "true" (exact) fractM is infinitely
self-similarand infinitelydetailed(as obtained
with an infinitenumberof iterations),the chan-

nel generatedby a finite number m of iterations
is an approximate fractal, which will exhibit
dom midpointdisplacement
algorithm[Peitgen fractal properties only within a certain range
and Saupe,1988, chap. 2], that builds up the of (spatial, in the caseof the channel)scales.
fract•l iteratively, starting from a straight seg- In particular, its fractM dimension will remain
ment and randomly displacing the midpoint, larger than its topologicaldimensiononly if obthen proceedingon each of the two h•lves and served on a scale consistentlylarger than the
so on. The channel appears thus as piecewice (average)lengthbetweentwo subsequent
nodes,
linear. Becauseof the iterative h•lving, the seg- between which the approximate fractM is just
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a straight segment. This can be seen quantitatively in Figure 4a, in which the box counting graph infiects at a threshold value, below
which the fr•ctal dimensiondrops to one. Such

actual length of the channelconsiderablyvaries
with the degreeof tortuosity, here related to the
fractal dimensionD•: as a result, also the flight
time of the pulse along the channel,and the du-

a threshold

ration

value can thus be taken as the min-

of the transient

field waveform

varies ac-

imum fractality scale;in fact, in the example in
Figure 4a, keepinginto accountthe normaliza-

cordingly(see section3.3 for a further discussionon this). In all the reportedcases,the plots

tion factor usedin the box counting(6000 m,
corresponding
to the heightof the channel),the

do not show the late part of the time response,
consistingof a smooth pulse correspondingto
the radiation from the top end of the channel

threshold •ppears to approximately equal the
_

averagesegmentlength(L=90 m).

[LeVine and Meneghini,1978b]•nd •ll fr•ctal-

The fact that we dea• with intrinsically approximate fractals, which •re suchonly in • limited range of scales,will clearly have an effect
on the fractal properties of the radiated field.

basedconsiderationsapply to the jaggedportion

The field radiated

from a fracta•

channel

and discussed in the time

Fract•l analysis of the transient radiated field

is basedon its fractal dimensionD•,, that is the
most important fractal parameter (see above,
section2.2).

3. Fractal Analysis of the Field
been studied

whichis shownhere solely(seealsothe considerationsof section3.3).

has

domain

and the frequency domain. Typical results are
shown for the transient radiated field in Figures 1, 2 and 3 and some of the spectr• are
shown in Figure 5. Correctnessof the results
has been ensuredthrough checks,for the caseof

In all of the reported cases, the field radiated by a fractal channelappearsto have a frac-

tal dimensionD• • 1, which allows to mantain that radiated field is, for a convenienttime
interval, a fractal itself. Moreover, within the
confidencerange of the employed dimensionestimatingalgorithms,the r•diated field •ppe•rs

• straightchannel(not shown)•nd of • tortu- to have the same
ous channel(obviouslyqualitative;not shown), nel (D• • D•).
against the simulated and measureddata given

fractal

dimension

•s the chan-

Although not reported here, all of the exam-

by LeVine andMeneghini[1978a].In all cases,a
channelwith vertical(z) extensionof.6 km h•s

ined

been considered. The pulse velocity v is constant in Figures I and 2; we have used the value

tion in the horizontalplane (•b), pulsevelocity
(v), fractal dimensionof the channel,different

v = c/3 whichseemsto (partially) accountfor
the coronaeffectaroundthe channel[Baumand
Baker, 1990]. In Figure 3, v is constant•long

and statistically independent realizations of the

cases showed

the s•me

result

about

frac-

tality and fractal dimension,regardlessof loca-

each straight segmentbut variable with height

(random-based)
channel,scalecontractionof x
and y (to reducethe horizontaloccupationof the
channel),•nd distancefrom the origin. Fields

z, with v(z) exponentiallydecreasingfrom the
value v(0) = c •t groundlevel, where we sup-

have not been computed in the near-field region, where the Fraunhofer approximation fails

pose the initiation takes place, to the asymp-

totic valuev = c/3 with a scaleheightof 6000m.

(in the presentcasethe specification
of an overall phaseerror of •/10 setsthe minimumdis-

This roughly simulatesthe variable corona•long

tance at about

the channel[Uman, 1987,section1.3; Baum and
Baker, 1990;Baum 1990].

the input pulse). Note, however,that, closer

3.1.

Time Domain Analysis

Typical plots of the transientradiated field are
reported in Figures 1, 2 •nd 3. Note that the

r -

35 km for the bandwith

of

to the source, Fraunhofer approximation fails
only for the low-frequencycomponentof the field
spectrum,thus resultingin low accuracyin the

late part of the transientresponse[LeVine and
Meneghini,1978b],whichis essentiallysmooth.
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Figure 1. Fractalityof channeland transientfield. (top) The (x, z) and (y, z) projections
of the channel,with fractal dimensionDc = 1.20 4- 0.02 and N = 512 segments.Currerrt

pulsevelocityis v = c/3. (bottom) The verticalcomponent(Ez) of the radiatedelectric
field at groundlevel(z = 0, or 0 = 90ø), r = 100km awayfrom the channelfoot, along
•b = 45ø. The smooth, late-time part of the waveform is not shown on the plot. The

computedfractal dimensionof the field is D! = 1.204- 0.03.
In this and all of the followingfiguresthe electricfield is positivewhen directed toward the
ground.
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Figure 2. Higherfractaldimension
(time domain).(top) The (z, z) and(y, z) projections
of the channel,with fractaldimension
De = 1.504-0.02. Currentpulsevelocityis v = c/3.
(bottom)verticalcomponent
(Ez) of the radiatedelectricfieldat groundlevel;horizontal
locationis the sameas in Figure 1. Late times are not shownon the plot. The computed

fractaldimension
of the fieldis D! - 1.494- 0.03.
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(a) Evaluation of Fractal Dimension: channel
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(b) Evaluation of Fractal Dimension: field
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Figure 3. Altitude-dependent
pulsevelocity. Vertical component(Ez) of the radiated
electricfieldat groundlevel.Sameobservation
locationand channel(De - 1.504-0.02) as
in Figure2, but pulsevelocitydependson z (seetext). Late timesnot shownon the plot.
The computedfractal dimensionof the field is Dj - 1.454- 0.05.
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Therefore fractality considerationsextend be-

fromthe analysisin the frequency(spectral)do-

low the Fraunhofer

main, although this latter appears less precise

bound

for distance.

The re-

than its time-basedcounterpart,(as alsonoted
basedfractal channel(seesection2); we have by Dubuc[1989]). The powerspectrumof the
sults reported in this paper refer to a random-

also tried a channelwhoseshapewas generated

throughVon Koch's("snowflake")curve[Mandelbrot,1982,section2.6],whichis a "canonical"
deterministicfractal. The results(not shown
here) are the same as with the random-based
fractals as far as fractality and fractal dimen-

field S(w) - IEz(•V)l
•, calculated
via (2) and
(3), is plottedwith a doublylogarithmicformat
in Figure 5 for the casescorrespondingto Fig-

ure 1 (Dc = 1.20) and Figure2 (D• = 1.50).
The power spectrum appears to be a so-called

1If f• spectrum;
that is, thereexistsan asymp-

sionare concerned.Last, the caseof a (three- totic region(for largefrequencies
f), whoseendimensional)channelwith z and y projections velope obeysa simple power law and decaysas
havingdifferentfractal dimensionshasalsobeen
examined. It appearsthat the radiated field has
still the same fractal

dimension

as the channel.

l/ft'; in the following,
/• will be calledspectral exponent. First of all, we note that this
result is in agreementwith Le Vine and Menegh-

The value of the latter appears to lie between
the valuesof the dimensionsof the two projections, although we did not find any simple law

ini [1978a],wherethe asymptoticenvelopeof
the spectrum
is foundto decrease
as 1If 4 for a
verticalstraightline channeland as 1If • for a

to link

tortuous

the dimension

of the three-dimensional

channel.

path to those of its projections.
Timescales of fractality.
As discussed
above, the fractal channelis generatedwith a
finite number of iterations, and consequently,
the segmentlength is not vanishinglysmall; in-

In fact, the (randomly)tortuouschannelmodel
employedby LeVine ad Meneghini[1978a]ap-

stead, the averagesegmentlength will have a

(corresponding
to normally distributedrandom

pears to be a special case of the fractal random walk path employed here to describe the
dischargechannel,that obtains when D• = 1.5

finitevalue,•. On the otherhand,by inspec- displacements).In the generalcaseanalyzed
tion of equations
(4), (5), and(6)one ascertains here, the spectral exponent /• appears to be a
that the time lag between two subsequentarrivals is ri, whoseaveragevalue • is approximately proportional to L. It is clear that on a
timescale smaller than f, the field time waveform is smooth, and therefore • sets the fractal
thresholdof the radiatedfield. This agreeswith
the spatial scaleof fractality, seento be L.
In Figure 4b, the measuredfractal dimen-

function of the fractal dimension D• of the chan-

sion of the radiated

fl = 4 for a Euclideancurve(D = 1) to ft = 1 for
a space-filling
curve(D = 2). This dependence

_

_

field is shown to tend

to

Di - 1 (corresponding
to the radiationfrom
a straightline channel)for timescales
lessthan
0.9 ps, whichcorresponds
to the value of • evaluated directly as the arithmetic mean of the ri.
We also note that for the far field at z - 0,
_

ai • O,and thus(seeequation(4)) • • L/v.
3.2.

Spectral Analysis

The fractal analysis, as discussedabove in
terms of the temporal shape of the waveform
radiated from a fract•l channel, is confirmed

nel (whichquantitativelyestimatesits tortuosity). The relationshipthat wehavefoundagrees
with Gagnepainet al. [1985],wherethe dependence of the fractal

dimension

D of a time se-

ries is related to the spectral exponent of its
spectrumthrough numericalinvestigation. The
spectral exponent/• is found there to vary from

can be explainedin terms of the increasein highfrequencycomponentsof the spectrum, generated by the increasedirregularity of the time
seriesfor larger valuesof the fractal dimension
D, with reduced slope of the spectral envelope.
We can thus infer that a fractal modelingof
the channelaffordsa good descriptionof a broad
classof tortuous dischargepaths.
Spectral scales of fractality.
The fact
that the channelis a limited-scale fractal is ap-
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Figure 4. Evaluationof the fractal dimension:box counting(Strahleversion).Graphical
analysisof box countingassociated
with (a) the samechanneland (b) the transientfield
as in Figure2. In orderto evaluatethe fractal dimension(seetext, section2.2) data to
be analyzedare normalizedas follows:(a) with respectto the heightof the channel(6000

m) and (b) with respectto the transientdurationof the radiatedfield (300 ps) for the
horizontalaxisand to the peak-to-peakfield amplitude(1 V/m) for the verticalaxis. The
quantity2m appearingon the horizontalaxisis the reciprocalof the box size(= 1/2m) at
stepm, while the verticalaxis is logNb(m), as definedin section2.2. The changeof slope
of the data corresponds
to (a) about90 m and (b) about0.9 ps.
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Radiated Electric Field at r= 100 km. z=O
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Figure 5. Spectralestimationof D/. Powerspectraof the fieldsradiatedfrom the fractal
channelsof Figures 1 and 2. The low-frequencypart of the spectrumis omitted. The
slopeof the envelopeof the spectrumis (a) -29.5 q-0.5 dB/decadeand (b) -20.5 + 0.6
riB/decade.The slopechangeof the envelopeof the spectrum(seetext) takesplace(a) at
about fa. = 1.6 MHz and (b) at about fa. = 0.6 MHz.

parent in the spectral fractal analysis as well.
The resultsin Figure 5 show that in the highfrequencylimit, all the spectra of the radiated

field (for everyvalueof the fractal dimensionD•
of the channel)becomeparalleland decreaseas

1/f 4, corresponding
to D-

1. In Figure5, one

fT • 0.6 MHz respectively)the channelbehaves
as a straightone(with D• = 1) and the spectral
exponent accordinglytends to /• = 4. This is
actually observedin Figure 5.
3.3.

Model

Limitations

can see that for frequenciesbeyond a threshold

In this model, we have not consideredpropa-

value (of about 1.6 MHz for the channelwith

gation lossesalongthe channel. The lossmodel

presentin the literature [Nucci et al., 1990]
D• - 1.50) the slopeof the spectralenvelope amounts to a frequency-independentdamping
changes,
decreasing
as 1/f4; again,/• - 4 corre- constant(as mentionedin section2.1), and it
spondsto a D•- 1.
canbe seen(by carryingout the integralin (1))
D• -

1.20 and 0.6 MHz for the channel with

This behavior is the counterpart of the time
domain considerations. Namely, if the channel
is fractal only for a spatial scalegreater than L

that it doesnot alter the high-frequencypart of
the spectrum. The most relevant effect of loss
correction is the elimination of the undamped
(L • 34 m, for the caseof D• - 1.20 and L •
pulsearisingfrom the upper end of the channel,
90 m, for the caseof D• - 1.50), resultingin a a feature that does not affect the analysis cartimescale,e (e • 0.34its and e • 0.9its respec- ried out here. Instead, channellossesshortenthe
tively), on the basisof standardsignalanalysis duration of the radiated pulse: this latter effect
(samplingtheorem,see [Papoulis,1977, chap. might complementthe present considerations.
5], we expectthat for frequencies
larger than a In fact, we haveobserved(seesection2.2) that
thresholdvaluefT -- 1/2e (fT • 1.5 MHz and the number m of iterations in the generationof
_

_

--
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the channel sets the number N - 2"• of seg- "fractalfiltering" [Strahle,1991],basedon local
mentsandthe overalllengthLtot of the channel, fractal dimensions,can be employed to this aim.

thatisfoundto followthelawLtot • 2re(De-l)
(the overalllength hasto be intendedin an av-

4. Summary and Conclusions

erage sense, since path generation is random-

based). The total durationof the transientradiatedfieldis proportionalto Ltot (see(4), (5),
and (6))and thusan exactfractal channel(i.e.,
an infinitelydetailedonegeneratedby m -• e,•)
would generatean unphysicallypersistenttran-

In this paper we have investigatedthe fractality hypothesison the field generated by a discharge. Although we have confinedourselves
to the case of a lightning discharge,the anal-

sient radiation

in dielectrics field computation is complicated

in absence of losses.

It is to be

ysisshouldapply directly to in-air ESD (while

noted that a similar damping effect is attained
here by the variable-velocity correction, since
the pulse speed v enters the amplitude coeffi-

by air-dielectricinhomogeneity). Specifically,

cal scales(not considered
here explicitly), the

fectly conductingground), resultsdemonstrate

we have considered

the radiation

form

a return

stroke pulse traveling along a fractally tortuous
cientsC•,i in (6). On the otherhand,although channel. Within the framework of the simpli(nondissipative
channel,perfractal dynamics extends down to microscopi- fying assumptions
assumptionsemployed here on the channel radiation, and therefore the considerationsabout
tortuosity, ceaseto be meaningful below a certain spatial scale.
Last, in this work we have not consideredthe
problem of noiseon field data, which is instead
typically added by any practical measurement,
and which might alter the fractal properties of
the field. Although this is a complex problem,
for reasonsof consistencywe wish to addressthe
issue here, without any claim of completeness.
The noise does •ppear to be a special fr•ctal

that

the radiated

same fractal

field is a fractal

dimension

and has the

•s the channel within

the

confidencemargins of the dimension-esimating
algorithms. This suggeststhat the fractal dimension of the channel, that is, its tortuosity,
can be given a measure,and especially,that this
information

on the channel can be inferred

the measured field data.

from

These results lend some

substanceto the fract•l modelingof the (fine
structure) of the dischargeradiation and indi-

cate the importance of a fractal analysisof measured field data. First, one can think of making
statistics of the fractal dimension of mea[Peitgenand Saupe,1988,chap.2], and wereits
fractal dimensioncloseto that of the phenomena sured dat•, to be subsequentlyused in modelunder investigation,its effect would be difficult ing. In f•ct, besidesthe importance of estabto separate from it. However, in that c•se the lishingthe link betweenthe fractal descriptionof
path) and of the field, this
fr•ctal dimensionwould not, of course,be sig- the source(discharge
work
serves
also
as
a
first
step toward the develnificantly altered, and possibleproblemsmight
arise only in the determination of the sca•es opment of a fractal model of dischargesbased
of fractality. Usually, the fractal dimension of on measuredfield data. In dealing with a-tortunoise, which equals 2 in the case of white noise ous channel, we have employed the same mod[Peitgenand Saupe,1988,chap. 2], appearsto eling •ssumptions that were present in previlie in the range 1.5-2.0 and is significantlyhigher ous works about this subject. At present, the
than that of most observable channels, which authors are engaged in improving these modrarelyextendsbeyond1.5 (the latter valueis the els. From the more theoretical point of view, re-

dimensionof a Browniantrail). In thesecases, searchis neededto prove(mathematically)the
the problem of separation of noise from other
fr•ctal properties arises. In most cases,the sep-

numerical evidence about the fractality and the

aration

rection, with extension to ESD, is presently in

can be made on the basis of the scales

of fractality. More generally, the technique of

dimension
progress.

of the radiated

field.

Work in this di-
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